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District Attorns/; ;JIH GARR180H 

‘STEPHEN JAFFB, Investigator 

recent interview in Chicago with RICHARD ‘p ]f; 
^SPRAGUE where he[ recounted to nfe details of his Dallas 

iMpSSi investigation of January, 1968, MR. SPRAGUE told me that i^J.; 
‘^$0 the groufr which is investigating the assassination in 
^p'Dallas have'told him they have*^solid proof that Policeman 

cGBRAU) .HILL was involved directly in the assassination and' > ' 
^the related cover-up of the facts about the assassination B —— — ————— ^ - —— —r ——  —   — —W..W w—w.. -'’t: ■ i h!.\ 

ritself. ^SPRAGUE told me ihat they are aware that GERALD V v 
°'.HILL was* at the site of the assassination in Dealey Plaza, , 
■ and also^ later at the site of the shooting of Officer 

^^jTIPPIT." ^SPRAGUE further told me that GERALD HILL was known ‘ 1?'- 
be a^i’the Tei^as Theatre at the time of LEE HARVEY OSWALD' s ■.h ' 

LEE HARVEY OSWALD^ s arrest, GERALD HILL was 
to have ridden in tHe police car with OSWALD down'^^'4; • 

. T,. if.'~ 

    with the Dallas Police Force. ,, 
is in.'charge as a night job of the film library at TV 

- K R L D in Dallas. SPRAGUE also knew of various ; 
which GERALD HILL visited inquiring about film - 

footage of the assasslnatione HILL made his visits to these . . ;*:1 
the week after the assassination. Television; 

. V ® M SANDY SANDERSON had taker) film footage for K R L D ‘ 
16mm. including an arrest and also including film of the ' J/i"'; 

SPRAGUE has viewed the film by ^ 
and said that these important scenes have been ‘ ' 

exist#!at least for public viewing, longer 

SPRAGUE feels that since HILL has had such extensive 
control over various footage that he might be instrumental 

js^jin omitting v«(rious sections of. footage from several different 
people*'s' films.'-^ 

^ J■ ''''" T ‘ ' 
j r The group "in'';Dallas has. also 'concurred in SPRAGUE's . ‘ 


